


Languages
Write the missing words into the sentences. Then put 
the letters in order and you get a word.
1   Do you ........... English?
2   Languages ........... complicated.
3   ........... learn Russian now.
4   Hungarian ........... more difficult than English.
5   French sounds ...........
6   ........... I help you with the homework?
7   American English is ...........

easy (h), beautiful (i), can (s), are (n), is (l), speak (e), 
let’s (g)
The given word is: ........................

1. 





Translation
Can you translate the following sentences into English?
1   Hány nyelven beszélsz?
2   Tanuljunk együtt!
3   A francia nyelv szépen hangzik.
4   Az olasz nyelv könnyebb, mint a spanyol?
5   Az orosz nyelv nehezebb, mint az angol.
6  Az angol egy nemzetközi nyelv.

3. 





Matching
Find the pairs.
Questions:
1   Do you like English?
2   When did you start learning English?
3   Do you speak a second foreign language?
4   How often do you watch films with English subtitles?

Answers:
a   Never. It’s difficult for me.
b   About one year ago.
c   Yes, absolutely!
d   A little bit of German.

4. 





Letter ‘E’– Event Card
‘E’ is the most commonly used letter in the English 
language. In fact, one in eight of all the letters written 
in English is ‘e’.
If you can’t say a sentence without the letter ‘E’, miss 
your next turn.

5. 





More Meanings
Some words in English have more than one meaning. 
Which word has two different meanings?
1  a building for money matters
2   a sport
3  a short message
4  a container
5  a green part of a town
6  paper money
7  the side of a river
8  to leave the car in a place for a certain time
bank: .......... and: .......... box: .......... and: .......... 
park: .......... and: .......... note: .......... and: ..........

10. 
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   MEGOLDÁSOK

1. LANGUAGES
1. speak, 2. are, 3. let’s, 4. is, 5. beautiful, 6. can, 7. easy
The given word is: English.

2. FRENCH – EvEnt Card

3. TRANSLATION
1. How many languages do you speak?
2. Let’s learn together.
3. The French language sounds beautiful/nice.
4. Is Italian easier than Spanish? / Is the Italian language easier than the 

Spanish language?
5. The Russian language is harder / more difficult than English.
6. English is an international language.

If we look at the number of people who speak a language, the most people 
speak Chinese (1051 million people), and the second is the Arabic 

language (422 million). English is the fourth with 341 million people. But we 
know that almost everybody learns it at school, so we can say that it is the 
most widespread. That’s why it is an international language.

4. MATCHING
1. – c), 2. – b), 3. – d), 4. – a)

5. LETTER ‘E’ – EvEnt Card

6. BOOK WORDS
1. – c), 2. – b), 3. – d), 4. – e), 5. – a)
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7. NEW WORDS – EvEnt Card

8. FESTIVALS AND FEAST DAYS 
1. birthday, 2. Christmas, 3. Easter, 4. New Year’s Eve, 5. Halloween,  
6. Valentine, 7. wedding anniversary (= házassági évforduló)
On the card you can see VALENTINE'S DAY.

Valentine’s Day, also called Saint Valentine’s Day, is celebrated on 
February 14th every year in many regions around the world. Lovers 

express their love for each other by presenting flowers or sweets, and sending 
greeting cards (known as ‘valentines’). In Hungary we do not really celebrate 
this day, although more and more people buy sweets or flowers for their 
partners.

9. AS… AS…
1. busy, 2. dark, 3. clear, 4. cold, 5. big 

It is interesting that in Hungarian we say ‘as busy as an ant’ and there is a 
very nice story called The Cricket and the Ant. In the English language it is 

the bee, who is very busy and hard working, in a purposeful and pleasant 
way. There is a tale for that, it is called Busy Bee. 
Source: theidioms.com

10. MORE MEANINGS
bank: 1 and 7
park: 5 and 8
box: 2 and 4
note: 3 and 6

11. PREPOSITIONS 1.
1. for, 2. –/in, 3. for, 4. by, 5. –, 6. for, 7. –, 8. of 


